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Abstract

When compiling a biological model, one often starts with an abstract representa-
tion, that is subsequently refined through several consecutive steps to incorporate
more details regarding various reactants and/or reactions. To avoid the compu-
tationally expensive refitting of the model after each refinement step, the new
parameters should be set so that the numerical behavior of the initial model is
preserved. The iterative process of adding details to a model while preserving its
numerical behavior is calledquantitative model refinement, and it has been pre-
viously discussed for ODE-based models and forkappa-based models. In this
paper, we investigate and compare this approach in four modeling frameworks:
ordinary differential equations, rule-based modeling, Petri nets and guarded com-
mand languages. As case study we use a model for the eukaryotic heat shock
response that we refine to include the acetylation of one molecule. We discuss
how to perform the refinement in each of these frameworks in order to avoid the
combinatorial state explosion of the refined model. We conclude that Bionetgen
(and rule-based modeling in general) is well-suited for a compact representation
of the refined model, Petri nets offer a good solution throughthe use of colors,
while the PRISM refined model may be much larger than the basicmodel.

Keywords: Quantitative model refinement, heat shock response, acetylation, rule-
based modeling, Petri nets, model checking.
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1 Introduction

Systems biology aims to holistically characterize highly complex biological sys-
tems. A hierarchical system-level representation is very adequate in this context.
Formal frameworks turn out to be fundamental in the effort ofunderstanding the
behavior of such complex systems, see [30, 20]. Some argue even that this might
be a crucial path that biology could take in order for it to progress [2]. At the core
of this approach lies an abstraction of the biological phenomena, eventually ma-
terialized into a model derived through an iterative process of model building that
consists in a series of steps such as: system design, model analysis, hypothesis
generation, hypothesis testing, experimental verification and model refinement,
see [30]. Some of these abstractions need to be refined to incorporate more de-
tails. Reiterating the whole model development process is time-consuming and
computationally intensive. This is why a formal method of refining a model when
starting from an existing higher-level abstraction is needed.

We focus in this paper on the implementation of the model refinement step
from the model development process introduced above. Within the model devel-
opment process, we examinedata refinementthrough four different frameworks
– ODEs, rule-based modeling, Petri netsandguarded command languages– and
discuss their capabilities for the efficient construction of a refined model. For
rule-based modeling we use the Bionetgen framework and RuleBender, for Petri
nets we chose Snoopy and Charlie as modeling tools, while formodeling with
guarded command languages we used PRISM. In the case of data refinement, as
proposed in [7] and [18], the model is refined by replacing onespecies in the
model with several of its variants, called subspecies. Thistype of refinement is
adequate for representing post-translational modifications of proteins, e.g., acety-
lation, phosphorylation, etc. Given a protein P, one can indicate its state regarding
post-translational modifications by replacing it with its variants. This substitution
also implies a refinement of all complexes involving proteinP and of all reactions
involving either P or any such complex, see [18]. This might induce a combina-
torial state explosion of the refined model, as in the case of ODE-based models,
see [18]. The main question we are answering is whether one can avoid this prob-
lem in the other three frameworks we investigate in this paper and build a compact
representation of the refined model.

We consider as a case study for our analysis the heat shock response mecha-
nism, as described in [29] and [18]. Throughout the paper, the model in [29] will
be referred to as thebasicheat shock response model, while the model in [18] will
be referred to as therefined model.

The paper is organised as follows: we start with a short description of the
biological process of heat shock response in Section 2, together with the reaction-
based model proposed in [29]. We also present here the acetylation of proteins and
its implications with regards to the heat shock response. Wedetail the mechanism
of quantitative model refinement in Section 3, focusing in Section 4 on the refine-
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ment of ODE-based models. In Section 5, we introduce a Petri net implementation
of the heat shock response and we present its refinement usingcolored Petri nets.
In Section 6, we present a rule-based implementation of the heat shock response
and its corresponding refinement. Section 7 comprises an implementation of the
basic and the refined model for the heat shock response in PRISM. All models
developed in this paper can be downloaded athttp://goo.gl/LJLIxk.

2 The heat shock response (HSR)

The eukaryoticheat shock responseis a highly conserved bio-regulatory network
that controls cellular function impairment produced by protein misfolding as a
result of high temperatures. Elevated temperatures have proteotoxic effects on
proteins, inducing protein misfolding and leading to the formation of large ag-
gregates that thereafter trigger apoptosis (controlled cell death). Cell survival is
promoted by a defense mechanism, which consists in restoring protein homeosta-
sis by augmenting the level of molecular chaperones, see [33, 37].

We consider the basic molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response
proposed in [29].Heat shock proteins(hsp’s) play a key role in the heat shock
response mechanism by chaperoning themisfolded proteins(mfp’s). Due to their
affinity to mfp’s, hsp’s form hsp:mfp complexes and help the misfolded proteins
refold. The heat shock response is regulated by the transactivation of thehsp-
encoding genes. In eukaryotes, some specific proteins, calledheat shock factors
(hsf ’s), promote gene transcription. In the absence of environmental stressors,
heat shock factors are predominantly found in a monomeric state, extensively
bound to heat shock proteins. Raising the level of temperature causes the cor-
rectly folded proteins (prot) to misfold andhsp: hsf complexes to break down.
This switches on the heat shock response by releasinghsf ’s, which quickly reach
a DNA binding competent state, see [29, 35].

Heat stress induces dimerization (hsf2) and, subsequently, trimerization (hsf3)
of hsf ’s, enabling the binding of thehsf trimers to the promoter site of the hsp-
encoding gene, calledheat shock element(hse). Subsequently, DNA binding trig-
gers the transcription and translation of thehsp-encoding gene, inducinghsp syn-
thesis, see [29, 33]. Once the level of heat shock proteins issufficiently elevated
for the cell to withstand thermal stress,hsp synthesis is turned off. Heat shock pro-
teins sequestrate heat shock factors and breakhsf dimers and trimers, constituting
hsp: hsf complexes.

The molecular reactions constituting the model are listed in Table 1.
The kinetic rate constants and initial values of reactants were estimated in [29]

to satisfy the following conditions:

(i) the system is in a steady state for a temperature of37◦C since the model
should not indicate any response in the absence of the heat shock, i.e., at
37◦C;
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Table 1: The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in
[29]

Reaction Description
2 hsf ⇄ hsf2 Dimerization
hsf + hsf2 ⇄ hsf3 Trimerization
hsf3+ hse ⇄ hsf3: hse DNA binding
hsf3: hse → hsf3: hse+ hsp hsp synthesis
hsp+ hsf ⇄ hsp: hsf hsf sequestration
hsp+ hsf2 → hsp: hsf + hsf Dimer dissipation
hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf +2 hsf Trimer dissipation
hsp+ hsf3: hse → hsp: hsf +2 hsf+ hse DNA unbinding
hsp → ∅ hsp degradation
prot → mfp Protein misfolding
hsp+mfp ⇄ hsp:mfp mfp sequestration
hsp:mfp → hsp+ prot Protein refolding

(ii) the numerical predictions of the model for[hsf3: hse](t) should confirm the
experimental data from [21], for a temperature of42◦C;

(iii) the numerical prediction of the model for[hsp](t) should be in accordance
with the data attained in [29] , for a temperature of42◦C.

The numerical setup of the basic model (in terms of initial concentrations and
kinetic constants) can be found in [29].

We discuss in the following the acetylation details of the heat shock factors and
their role in the heat shock response. Heat shock factors (hsf ’s) are determining
factors in cell survival, protecting the cell from environmental stressors associated
with protein damage, such as protein misfolding. Acetylation has been shown to
have an extensive influence in regulating the heat shock response, we refer the
reader to [38]. Protein acetylation is the process of substituting an acetyl group
for a hydrogen atom in a chemical compound. It can occur either at theα-amino
group of the N-terminal (N-terminal acetylation) or at theǫ-amino group on lysine
residues (lysine acetylation), see [11, 6, 17].

N-terminal acetylation is irreversible - once acetylated,proteins maintain their
acetylation status until decomposition. Despite having been extensively studied
in the past decades, the functional significance of N-terminal acetylation is not
entirely understood. However, new studies have shown that it plays a key role in
cell survival, see [1].

Lysine acetylation is a highly conserved post-translational modification in eu-
karyotes, it attenuates DNA binding activity by neutralizing the positive charge of
histones and, thus, regulates gene expression, see [6].
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3 Quantitative model refinement

Quantitative model refinement was investigated in [28, 8] regarding rule based
modeling and applied to two ampler ODE-based models in [27, 18].

3.1 Quantitative model refinement

An important role in the model development cycle discussed in Section 1 is played
by model refinement. A reaction-based model can be refined to incorporate more
information regarding its reactants and/or reactions. There are two types of refine-
ment, either of thedata(data refinement) or of thereactions(process refinement).
In this study, we focus on the first refinement type. Considering that one’s interest
lies especially on data, a species in a model could be refined by replacing it with
several of its subspecies, a routine calleddata refinement. Several reasons under-
lie the choice of data refinement as modus operandi: expressing various internal
states or attributes of some reactants of interest, exploring the behavioral fluctua-
tions manifested in the subspecies of a particular species,etc. When the interest is
focused on reactions, the model can be refined by replacing a collective reaction,
accounting for a specific process, by a set of reactions depicting the transitional
steps of the process. The last type of refinement is calledprocess refinement,
see [18].

The notion ofquantitative model refinementhas been previously addressed in
systems biology in the context of rule based modelling, see [28, 8, 12, 9]. The
rule based modelling framework embodies the concept ofdata refinement, imple-
menting agent resolution as a fundamental constituent, [12]. The key refinement
method in this context is rule refinement, an approach that requires the refinement
of the set of rules ensuring the preservation of the dynamic behavior of the system,
see [28].

We give in the following a formal definition of quantitative model refine-
ment for reaction-based models. Consider a modelM , comprisingspeciesΣM =
{A1, . . . , Al, Al+1, . . . , Am} andreactionsRM = {r1, . . . , rn}. We distinguish
two types of species:atomicspecies andcomplexspecies; the intuition here is
that complex species are composed of two or more atomic species. Without loss
of generality, we denote byΓM = {A1, . . . , Al} the set of atomic species and by
∆M = {Al+1, . . . , Am} the set of the complex ones. For each complex species
C ∈ {Al+1, . . . , Am} we indicate through a multisetσ(C) its atomic components:

σ(C) = {mC
1 A1, . . . , m

C
l Al},

wheremC
1 , . . . , m

C
l ∈ N and

∑l
i=1m

C
i ≥ 2. If mC

i 6= 0, then we say that the
complex speciesC containsatomic speciesAi with multiplicity mC

i . For each
atomic speciesAi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we denote byCM(Ai) the set of complex species
containingAi:

CM(Ai) = {C ∈ {Al+1, . . . , Am} | mC
i 6= 0}.
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Each reactionr can be written as a rewriting rule of the form

r : s1A1 + . . .+ smAm
kr−→ s′1A1 + . . .+ s′mAm, (1)

wheres1, . . . , sm, s′1, . . . , s
′
m ∈ N are thestoichiometric coefficientsof r andkr ≥

0 is thekinetic rate constantof reactionr.
The goal of the refinement is to introduce details into the model, in the form of

distinguishing several subspecies of a given species. The distinction between the
subspecies is very often drawn by post-translational modifications such as acety-
lation, phosphorylation, sumoylation, etc., but it could also account for different
possible types of a particular trait (e.g. fur color of animals in a breeding experi-
ment).

We are only concerned in this paper with refining one atomic species at a
time. Without loss of generality, assume that the species tobe refined isA1.
Simultaneously with refiningA1, all complexes inCM(A1) should also be refined.
Each speciesX ∈ ΣM \

(

{A1} ∪ CM(A1)
)

that is not subject to refinement will
be replaced in therefined modelMR with new speciesXR.

If A1 is replaced in the refined model with{A1
1, . . . , A

ρ
1}, then a speciesC ∈

CM(A1) with σ(C) = {m1A1, . . . , mlAl} is replaced byR(C) = {C1, . . . , Cµ},
whereµ =

((

ρ

m1

))

is the multiset coefficient,ρ multichoosem1. Each refined
speciesC i is a complex species withσ(C i) of the form

σ(C i) = {τ1A
1
1, . . . , τρA

ρ
1, m2A

R
2 , . . . , mlA

R
l },

whereτ1, . . . , τρ ∈ N, τ1 + · · ·+ τρ = m1.
The refined modelMR consists of atomic speciesΓMR

= {A1
1, . . . , A

ρ
1} ∪

{AR
2 , . . . , A

R
l } and of complex species∆MR

=
⋃

C∈CM (A1)
R(C)

⋃

{CR | C ∈

∆M \ CM (A1)}.
Moreover, in each reactionr of M , we replaceA1 and the species inCM(A1)

with their refined subspecies, in all possible combinations. If a speciesX to be
refined into{X1, . . . , Xν} has stoichiometric coefficients in reactionr, then it
will be replaced in the refinement ofr with s1X1+ . . .+sνXν, wheres1, . . . , sν ∈
N, s1+ . . .+ sν = s. Formally, reactionr of form (1) is replaced with all possible
reactionŝr of the form

r̂ :
(

s11A
1
1 + . . .+ sρ1A

ρ
1

)

+
(

s2A
R
2 + . . .+ slA

R
l

)

+
∑

Ai∈CM (A1)

∑

C∈R(Ai)

sCAi
C +

∑

Ai∈∆M\CM (A1)

siA
R
i

kr̂−→
(

s′11 A
1
1 + . . .+ s′ρ1 A

ρ
1

)

+
(

s′2A
R
2 + . . .+ s′lA

R
l

)

+
∑

Ai∈CM (A1)

∑

C∈R(Ai)

s′CAi
C +

∑

Ai∈∆M\CM (A1)

s′iA
R
i ,

where:
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• s11 + . . .+ sρ1 = s1, s
1
1, . . . , s

ρ
1 ∈ N;

• s′11 + . . .+ s′ρ1 = s′1, s
′1
1 , . . . , s

′ρ
1 ∈ N;

•
∑

C∈R(Ai)
sCAi

= si, s
C
Ai

∈ N, ∀Ai ∈ CM(A1);

•
∑

C∈R(Ai)
s′CAi

= s′i, s
′C
Ai

∈ N, ∀Ai ∈ CM(A1).

ModelMR is said to be adata refinement of modelM on variableA1 if and
only if the following conditions are fulfilled at any time point t ≥ 0:

[A1](t) = [A1
1](t) + . . .+ [Aρ

1](t); (2)

[Ai](t) =
∑

C∈R(Ai)

[C](t), for all Ai ∈ CM(A1); (3)

[Ai](t) = [AR
i ](t), for all Ai ∈ ΣM \

(

{A1} ∪ CM (A1)
)

. (4)

Fulfilling these conditions depends on the numerical setup of modelMR, i.e., on
the kinetic constants of its reactions (both those adopted from the basic model, as
well as those newly introduced in the construction) and on the initial concentra-
tions of its species.

3.2 Adding the acetylation details to the HSR model through
data refinement

We follow here the discussion in [18]. We start from the basicmodel of the heat
shock response, introduced in [29], where no post-translational modification of
hsf is taken into account, and we refine all species and complexesthat involve
hsf taking into consideration one acetylation site for everyhsf molecule. The aim
is to refine the basic model and preserve its numerical properties. Forhsf2, hsf3,
hsf3: hse andhsp: hsf, the refinement is performed conforming to the number of
hsf constituents respectively. This leads to the following data refinement:

hsf → {rhsf, rhsf(1)};

hsf2 → {rhsf2, rhsf2
(1), rhsf2

(2)};

hsf3 → {rhsf3, rhsf3
(1), rhsf3

(2), rhsf3
(3)};

hsf3: hse → {rhsf3: rhse, rhsf3
(1): rhse, rhsf3

(2): rhse,

rhsf3
(3): rhse};

hsp: hsf → {rhsp: rhsf, rhsp: rhsf(1)}.

The refinement cycle based on the above data refinements involves substantial
changes in the list of reactions. For example, the reversible reaction of dimeriza-
tion 2 hsf ⇄ hsf2 in the basic model is replaced by three reactions as follows:
2 rhsf ⇄ rhsf2; rhsf + rhsf(1) ⇄ rhsf2

(1); 2rhsf(1) ⇄ rhsf2
(2).
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The refined model of [18] consists of 20 species and 55 irreversible reactions,
compared to 10 species and 17 irreversible reactions in the basic model of [29].
The refined model is shown in Table 4 of the appendix.

4 Quantitative refinement in ODE models

The concept of quantitative model refinement of biomodels has been discussed
and applied to an ODE model of the eukaryotic heat shock response in [18] . We
recall it here briefly for the sake of completeness.

Consider the following notations:

Rhsf = rhsf + rhsf(1);
Rhsf2 = rhsf2+ rhsf2

(1) + rhsf2
(2);

Rhsf3 = rhsf3+ rhsf3
(1) + rhsf3

(2) + rhsf3
(3);

Rhsf3:Rhse = rhsf3: rhse+ rhsf3
(1): rhse+ rhsf3

(2): rhse

+rhsf3
(3): rhse;

Rhsp:Rhsf = rhsp: rhsf + rhsp: rhsf(1).

We recall next the lemma concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions
of systems of ODEs derived based on the principle of mass-action.

Lemma 1. [16] Consider a molecular model and its associated system ofODEs
derived based on the mass-action law. For any fixed initial condition, there exists
an interval of the form[0, x), x ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} and a solutionφ such that any
other solution is a restriction ofφ.

The problem is how to set the kinetic parameters of the refinedmodel so that
the quantitative refinement conditions (2)-(4) are satisfied. An attempt to attain
all solutions would require solving the non-linear systemsof ODEs correspond-
ing to the mass-action model for the basic and the refined heatshock response
models, which cannot be done analytically. An alternative is to set the kinetic
parameters of the refined model in such a way that the system ofODEs for vari-
ablesRhsf, Rhsf2, Rhsf3, Rhsf3:Rhse, Rhsp:Rhsf, hsp, mfp, hsp:mfp, prot, hse
is indistinguishable from the one corresponding to the basic heat shock response
model, modulo a variable renaming; such a choice leads to thevalues in Table 5
of the appendix. The choice of initial values for the variables of the refined model
imposes similar conditions for the initial and the refined model. Due to Lemma 1,
the refinement conditions (2)-(4) are satisfied, thus the model in Table 4 of the
appendix is a quantitative refinement of the initial model inTable 1.

The solution thus obtained is evidently not unique. For example, the kinetic
rate constants of all reactions involving at least one form of acetylatedhsf could
be set to zero; such a choice would cancel the refinement sincethe influence of
all acetylated variables would be ignored in the model. The approach in setting
the values in Table 5 of the appendix was to consider all subspecies of a species
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equally likely, without favouring any of them through the kinetics of the reactions
they are involved in. The ODE models for the basic and the refined heat shock
response models, and the ODEs corresponding to the sum of refined subspecies
for each refined species are listed in Tables 6, 7, 8 of the appendix.

5 Quantitative refinement in Petri net models

We propose in this section a Petri net implementation of the heat shock response
models, using Snoopy as the modeling tool, and Charlie for the analysis of the
models. The refinement of the basic heat shock response modelwas implemented
using colored Petri nets, with two approaches: one aimed to keep the same struc-
ture of the network (in terms of transitions), while the other focused on using as
few colors as possible.

5.1 Petri nets and colored Petri nets

Petri nets are a sound formalism for representing systems with concurrency and
resource sharing. For details on Petri nets, we refer to [31], [32], and consider in
the following that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of Petri net theory.
The main components of a Petri net areplaces, represented as circles,transitions,
represented as squares,arcs, connecting a place with a transition or a transition
with a place, andtokens, denoting the quantities available in each place. In a
biological setup, the species of a biological system are represented as places, and
the various reactions they take part in are represented as transitions.

Colored Petri nets are a framework extending Petri nets to allow a more com-
pact representation of complex (e.g., biological) systems. Most often, complex
systems have repeating patterns, or small variations of some species (mutations,
post-transitional modifications) that are explicitly modeled. Instead, one might
denote by a single colored place an entire class of such similar elements. The
class has acolor setwith as many colors as the number of different elements in
the class. Each element (subspecies) is then uniquely identified by its color,by
means of colored tokens, and it is possible to define reactions that fire only for a
subset of the class, usingguardsto select the desired transition instances. Color
sets are in fact simple (int, enumeration) or compound types (cartesian product
of two or more simple/compound types). For example, the dimerization of two
different proteins can be represented as a single dimerization reaction with two
colors, as depicted in Figure 1. The elements of a colored Petri net are similar to
standard Petri net elements, with additional information encoding the colors. To-
kens have colors, and places have a color set defining the possible colors for the
tokens in that place. The flow of colored tokens in the networkis defined through
arc expressions, and the enabling of transitions can be subject to Boolean con-
straints (guards). For more details on colored Petri nets werefer to [19] and [25].
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P 1 P2 1

P2 2P 2

P2

Prot type

P
=>

Prot typedimerization 2

dimerization 1

dimerization

2

2

x2*x

Figure 1: Representing the dimerization of two different proteins, P1 and P2
with a single colored Petri net, using a color set with two colors,Prot type= {1,
2}. The choice between the two colors 1 and 2 is done by the variable x, i.e. when
x=1, the reaction will consume two proteins with color 1 and produce one dimer
with color 1, and when x=2, the reaction will consume two proteins with color
2 and produce one dimer with color 2. In the figure, all places and transitions
have identifiers, and in the colored version we also list the corresponding color set
(italic text) for each place.

5.2 The Snoopy and Charlie software tools

Snoopy [34] is a tool for designing and running Petri nets. Itcan run both deter-
ministic and stochastic simulations. It supports basic Petri nets, as well as many
extensions of Petri nets (out of which colored Petri nets areof particular interest
in this report). In our implementation, we used the 02-05-2012 stable version of
Snoopy under Windows.

In order to qualitatively analyze a network, Snoopy offers support for Charlie,
a tool specially designed for analyzing Petri nets. Charliecan be used to check
and compute several network properties. Two important properties for a Petri net
are the places and transitions invariants (P- and T-invariants respectively). The P-
invariants are sets of places with the property that their weighted sum of tokens is
constant throughout the simulation, and thus they encode ina biochemical system
the mass conservation relations. Moreover, any place belonging to a P-invariant is
bounded. T-invariants are another important property of a network. They are in-
teger vectors of transitions whose ordered firing can reproduce a start-point state,
i.e. the total effect a T-invariant has on a place marking is null. In a biological
setup, T-invariants can also be read as the relative firing rates of transitions at
steady state. For more formal definitions of P- and T-invariants, see [14].

5.3 A Petri net for the basic HSR model

A standard Petri net model for the heat shock response was previously reported
in [3]. We focus here on a Snoopy continuous Petri net implementation of the
basic heat shock response model, shown in Figure 2. The network has 10 places
and 17 transitions, encoding the 10 species and 17 irreversible reactions in the
basic model definition of [29]. The numerical setup of our implementation is taken
from the basic model definition. In order to compare the predictions of the model
in [29] with our Snoopy implementation, we considered the DNA binding activity
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of hsf ’s, for a simulation time of 14400 seconds. The DNA binding activity for
42◦C (relative to the maximum value), together with the reported experimental
values are presented in Figure 7.

HSF

HSF2 HSF3

HSEHSF3HSE

HSP

HSP

HSPHSF

HSPHSF

MFP

HSP:MFP

PROT

dimerization fw

trimerization fw

DNAbinding bw

HSFseq bw

dimer dissipation

trimer dissipation

DNAunbinding

degradation

MFPseq fw

Prot refolding

Protein misfolding

MFPseq bw

HSFseq fw

DNAbinding fw

HSPformation

dimerization bw

trimerization bw

2

2

2

2

Figure 2: Snoopy implementation of the basic heat shock response model. The
text next to a place (transition) denotes the identifier of that particular place (tran-
sition). Arc multiplicities greater than 1 are included in the picture. The dashed
gray circles are logical places (they may appear several times, but they represent
the same species).

Model validation required the analysis of several properties. For instance, the
P-invariants reported by Charlie (and listed in Table 9 of the appendix) encode all
the mass conservation relations reported in the ODE-based model of [29]. More-
over, all places except HSP are covered by P-invariants, which means they are
bounded. The three mass conservation relations yield threeconstants (accounting
for the total amount of HSF, HSE and protein molecules in the system, respec-
tively), that have been used in the PRISM implementation of the model. The T-
invariants for the basic model validate the model, in the sense that all successions
of reactions whose firing overall effect on the system is nullare present in a T-
invariant. For example, the T-invariant containing the transitionsdimerization fw,
trimerization fw, HSFsequestration bw, trimer dissipation denotes a sequence of
reactions that is needed in order to first produce (via first producing a dimer, then
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hsf2
Acet

hsf1
Acet

Dimerization f

[(x1=0|x1=1)&
(x2=0|x2=1)]

Dimerization b

x1+x2
x1++x2

x
[x=0](0++0)++
[x=1](0++1)++
[x=2](1++1)

Figure 3: Modeling thehsf dimers using a color set with three colors,Acet =
{0, 1, 2} . The identifiers of places and transitions are written in regular font, while
the italic text next to places denotes the color set of the place. The monomers
(hsf1) are represented using the same color set, to exemplify the use of guards in
the forward transition, i.e. the condition that they can only have values 0 or 1. The
preplaces of the forward reaction are two molecules of monomers, with colors x1
and x2. The result will be the production of one dimer with color (x1+x2). In
the reverse reaction, one dimer with color x is split into twomonomers according
to its color (if x=0, it will produce two monomers with color 0, if x=1, it will
produce one monomer with color 0 and one monomer with color 1,and if x=2, it
will produce two monomers with color 1).

consuming that dimer to form a trimer, then dissipating it toproduce a molecule
of hsp: hsf) and then consume one token ofhsp: hsf (via theHSFsequestration bw

reaction). The model is covered by T-invarians, as can be seen in Table 10 of the
appendix containing the T-invariants as reported by Charlie.

5.4 Petri nets for the acetylation-refined HSR model

For the refined heat shock response that includes two types ofhsf ’s (acetylated
and non-acetylated [18]), we chose an implementation basedon colored continu-
ous Petri nets. There are several ways of reasoning about refined species within
this framework. For example, the dimer of a protein with a site that can be acety-
lated (1) or non-acetylated (0) can be either seen as an entity with 0, 1, or 2
acetylated sites, or as a compound where the order of the acetylated sites counts
(i.e. (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)). Depending on the approach one takes, the colored
representation will have different color sets, different number of transitions and
different kinetic constants. We modeled the refined heat shock response using two
approaches: one focused on keeping the structure of the basic model intact, with
the same transitions and kinetic constants (we call this model transition-focused).
This is the most compact representation. The other approachaimed to minimize
the number of colors used in the model (we call this modelcolor-focused).

During the modeling process, several choices had to be made.We detail here
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Dimerization f

Dimerization b
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Figure 4: Modeling thehsf dimers using a compound color setDimer =
Monomer×Monomer. The regular text next to places and transitions denotes their
respective identifier, while the color sets are written in italic font. The monomers
(HSF) are represented using the color setMonomer= {0, 1}. The preplaces of
the forward reaction are two molecules of monomers, with colors m1 and m2. The
result will be the production of one dimer with color (m1,m2). In the reverse reac-
tion, one dimer with color (m1,m2) is split into the two monomers m1 and m2 that
it contains.

the modeling options for the dimerization and trimerization of acetylated and
non-acetylatedhsf ’s. There are three types of dimers that can be formed: non-
acetylated dimer (hsf2

(0)), single-acetylated dimer (hsf2
(1)), and double-acetylated

dimer(hsf2
(2)). One way of modeling the dimers is using a color set with three col-

ors of typeint (0, 1, and 2 denoting the number of acetylated sites), as in Figure 3.
Another approach would be to consider the dimer as a cartesian product ofhsf
monomers (0 for non-acetylated, and 1 for acetylated). Withthis representation,
there are four possible dimers: (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1). Although the mono-
acetylated dimers (0,1) and (1,0) are biologically the same, they are modeled as
different species, see Figure 4. The second approach offersa more compact repre-
sentation, but the tradeoff is introducing an extra color inthe model and thus extra
transition instantiations for all reactions that place canbe part of.

When modelinghsf trimers, one could consider for example three color sets: a
color setTri = {0, 1, 2, 3}, a compound color setCompound = {0, 1} × {0, 1, 2},
or a compound setTrimer = {0, 1} × {0, 1} × {0, 1}. The first approach uses as
few colors as possible, at the cost of a complicated representation, with many
conditions in a transition, and also introducing new transitions in the colored rep-
resentation (see Figure 9 of the appendix). The last approach (transition-focused)
is the most compact, the tradeoff being an increased number of colors. The sec-
ond approach is a combination of the other two: it uses 6 colors, and additional
transitions are required.

The transition-focused refined model is presented in Figure8 of the appendix.
The initial concentrations, as well as the rate constants are set as in the ODE
model of [18]. The number of places and transitions is the same as in the basic
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model. The entire complexity is encapsulated in the colors of the places and
the arc expressions (which select several possible combinations of places). For a
complete description of the models in terms of arc expressions, guards, kinetics
and initial concentrations, check the Snoopy models available online athttp:
//goo.gl/eTTA7h.

When simulating a colored Petri net, Snoopy first unfolds it,in other words it
creates an equivalent Petri net. Each place instance (each color) will correspond
to a place in the unfolded net, and each transition instance (each binding) will
correspond to a transition in the unfolded net; for details on colored Petri nets
unfolding, see [26]. The unfolded network contains 29 places and 77 transitions,
as opposed to 10 places and 17 transitions for the colored model. The tremendous
advantage of colored Petri nets lies in the compact representation of complex [bi-
ological] systems.

The color-focused refined model is presented in Figure 9 of the appendix. As
shown in the figure, all reactions involving the decomposition of complexes con-
taininghsf ’s required additional transitions. For example, the trimer dissipation
reactionhsf3+ hsp → hsp: hsf +2 hsf is split into three transitions. One covers
the case when allhsf ’s in the trimer have the same acetylation value (i.e.hsf3
has color 0 or 3). In this case, there is no distinction between which hsf binds
to hsp and which twohsf ’s become unbound, and the kinetic constant for this
transition is the same as the corresponding one in the basic model. Whenhsf3
has color 1 or 2, there are two binding possibilities: eitherhsp binds to a non-
acetylatedhsf (freeing one non-acetylatedhsf and one acetylatedhsf if hsf3 has
color 1, or two acetylatedhsf ’s if hsf3 has color 2), orhsp binds to an acetylated
hsf (freeing two non-acetylatedhsf ’s if hsf3 has color 1, or one non-acetylatedhsf
and one acetylatedhsf if hsf3 has color 2). For the two transitions representing
these possibilities, the kinetic constant is half of the corresponding one in the ba-
sic model (following the reasoning explained in [18]). Thismodel has 10 places
and 25 transitions, and its corresponding flattened Petri net has 20 places and 56
transitions. It follows that this representation, although more complex than the
transition-focused one, encodes a smaller network, reducing thus the simulation
run time. The DNA binding activity predicted by the two models is depicted in
Figure 7. Both the transition- and color-based refinements have been compared
with the basic model predictions, and they are all equivalent (data not shown).

6 Quantitative refinement in rule-based models

6.1 Basic concepts

Within a rule-based modelling framework, a model is specified primarily by de-
termining the molecules of interest, their components (i.e. a post-translational
modification site) and the states corresponding to each component. A molecule
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can be graphically represented by a unit-box, comprising the components of each
molecule as nodes, see Figure 5. Molecular interactions areconsequently repre-
sented as graph-rewriting rules. A rule corresponds to a certain type of reaction
or to a class of reactions, depending on its specificity, see [9].

The binding between two molecules can be indicated graphically, for instance,
by adding edges between the nodes in the unit-boxes. The unbinding is charac-
terized by the removal of an edge connecting two nodes. A post-translational
modification of a protein at some specific site is indicated bythe change in the
state of a specific site of the protein. A rule specifies “grouprules”, which de-
fine molecules or complexes of molecules with certain commonsyntactic at-
tributes, partially describing the interaction of the components and/or states of the
molecules, see [9, 10]. A rule is characterized by two group rules, corresponding
to the set of reactants and the set of reactions, respectively. This correspondence
is graphically emphasized by an arrow directed from reactants to products, see
Figure 5. A kinetic law is to be associated with every rule, see [10]. All reactions
encoded by a particular rule follow the same rate law. However, distinct reactions
may be specified through different rate constants, some of which require the mul-
tiplication by diverse factors, generated by collision frequency among identical
molecules, numerous analogous paths from the substrates tothe products of a re-
action, symmetry of the patterns that the generating rule was applied on, etc. We
refer the reader to [10] and [4].

Figure 5: A graphical representation of the species HSP (containing sites ‘p’ and
‘q’) and HSF (containing sites ‘s’,‘u’,‘v’,‘w’) and of the rule showing the seques-
tration of HSFs, illustrated by binding the ‘p’ site of HSP with the ‘v’ site of HSF.
Note the two possible states of the site ‘w’, namely ‘a’ and ‘n’, which depict two
possible states of the species, acetylated or non-acetylated respectively.

6.2 Bionetgen and RuleBender

Bionetgen is a description language and a rule-based framework designed for the
construction and analysis of large computational biomodels, depicting, for in-
stance, signal transduction systems, which take into consideration diverse interac-
tions of molecular domains, such as post-translational modifications, etc, see [5].
A Bionetgen input file consists of a series of definitions for the molecular species
and their components, reaction rules, kinetic rate constants, initial concentrations
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and simulation commands. The simulation can be done either deterministically
using ODEs or stochastically, using SSA algorithms, see [36, 39].

A model is specified in Bionetgen by defining its molecules, their binding
sites and the states for specific domains, corresponding forinstance to some post-
translational modifications, such as aceytlation, phosphorylation, ubiquitation,
etc. A rule is characterized by the set of reactants, the set of products and the
kinetic law that governs the dynamics for the reaction or theclass of reactions
that the rule represents, [36]. Taking the example ofhsf sequestration in Fig-
ure 5, one can write the corresponding rule in Bionetgen as follows: HSP(p, q) +
HSF(s, s, u, v) ↔ HSP(p!1, q).HSF(s, s, u, v!1). Note that a bound is specified by
adding an index preceded by an exclamation mark to the binding site. Bionetgen
generates a reaction network that may then be used to simulate the dynamics of
the system deterministically or stochastically, see [36].

RuleBender is an open source visualizer for rule-based modelling that allows
compiling large models, being very suitable for debugging,simulation and analy-
sis of rule-based models. The simulation is performed through a Bionetgen sim-
ulator, [39]. The simulation generates a reaction network,represented both in
SBML and NET format, and graphs for each species in the model,and for diverse
group rules, [36].

6.3 A RuleBender implementation of the basic HSR model

This section focuses on the RuleBender implementation of the basic heat shock
response model, as introduced in Section 2. We model all reactions to follow
the principle of mass action. Conforming to the implementation presented here,
Bionetgen source code comprises a set of twelve rules, whichgenerate a total
number of seventeen irreversible reactions. The kinetic rate constants and the ini-
tial values for the reactants were set conforming to [29]. Due to the symmetry
that some of the species exhibit, the collision frequency (e.g. in our case dimer-
ization, trimerization, etc) and the existence of multiplepaths from substrates to
products in some reactions (e.g. for the heat shock responsemodel, the unbind-
ing of trimers), kinetic rate constants for those specific reactions are multiplied
in Bionetgen by diverse symmetry and/or statistical factors, see [4]. For example,
the collision frequency of two different types of reactantsA and B,A+B, is twice
that of identical types of reactantsA+A. Another example concerns the multiple
reaction paths from reactants to products, which may generate statistical factors.
Preserving the fit of the heat shock response model attained in [29] required a
multiplication of some rate constants by the inverse of the aforementioned factors
respectively.

RuleBender generates during the process of model development a contact map
which depicts the connectivity between the molecules. The contact map for the
basic model of the heat shock response is shown in Figure 6.

One can notice in Figure 6 thathsf ’s have been represented as having 4 sites
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Figure 6: The RuleBender generated contact map for the basicmodel of the
heat shock response. It depicts the possible interconnections among the model’s
species.

(s, s, u, v). The two s sites are involved in the generation of dimers and trimers.
The other two sites, u and v, are used to illustrate the process of DNA bind-
ing/unbinding andhsf sequestratation/dimer (trimer) dissipation. Trimers arecon-
sidered to be circular structures, each of the ‘s’ site of onehsf being bound to the
‘s’ sites of the consequenthsf ’s, no twohsf ’s having both sites ‘s’ bound to the
same partner. The promoter,hse, has been represented as having three identical
sites (a, a, a), so as to be connected to the trimer in such a waythat the symmetry
is not affected. Heat shock proteins are modeled to have two sites ‘p’ and ‘q’, used
for the modelling of unbinding of dimers and trimers and for the sequestration of
misfolded proteins. The model takes into account a species called Prot, which has
a site with two possible states, one of which accounts for misfolded proteins ‘m’
and another one ‘f’, that accounts for folded proteins. A ”dummy” component,
calledTrash, has been introduced to help encode the degradation of heat shock
proteins.

The contact map in Figure 6 illustrates the connectivity between the species
in the model. The link between the ‘s’ sites of thehsf molecule denotes the for-
mation of dimers and trimers through the agency of these sites. Once trimers are
formed, they can bind to the heat shock element (hse), the connection being il-
lustrated by three links connectinghsf trimers to the heat shock element (one can
notice three ‘a’ sites the heat shock element component exhibits). The middle
connector encodes for a number of reactions, such as: DNA unbinding, HSP syn-
thesis and breaking of dimers and trimers. The link between the site ‘v’ of thehsf
component and the site ‘p’ of thehsp component illustrateshsf sequestration. The
link between thehsp component and theprot component encodes the following
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reactions: protein misfolding, protein refolding andmfp sequestration. By linking
the componentTrash to thehsp component, we encoded for the degradation of
hsp’s.

We chose a deterministic simulation for the basic model. Thesimulation re-
sults for DNA binding for a temperature of 42◦C are shown in Figure 7. The
plot shows that RuleBender prediction is in accordance withthe results reported
in [29].

6.4 A RuleBender implementation of the acetylation-refined
HSR model

We focus in this section on the acetylation-refinement of theheat shock response,
as described in [18]. There are several changes to do in Rulebender to refine the
basic model so as to include the acetylation ofhsf ’s. The syntax of the rules
remains, in this case, unchanged, since all reactions, in this model, take place
regardless of the acetylation status of the molecules. We brought changes in the
definition ofhsf ’s, by introducing one acetylation site, ‘w’, which can be either
acetylated or not, and in the initial concentrations of the molecules. The initial
concentrations were set conforming to [18].

The simulation of the refined model for a temperature of 42◦C is shown in
Figure 7. The graph shows that the Rulebender prediction forthe refined model
and the one for the basic model are indistinguishable.

7 Quantitative refinement in PRISM models

PRISM is a free and open source guarded command language and probabilistic
model checker [22]. It can be used to model and analyze a wide range of proba-
bilistic systems including communication and multimedia protocols, randomized
distributed algorithms, security protocols, biological systems, etc. PRISM sup-
ports several types of probabilistic models: probabilistic automata (PAs), proba-
bilistic timed automata (PTAs), discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs), continuous-
time Markov chains (CTMCs), Markov decision processes (MDPs), see [22]. A
PRISM model consists of a keyword which describes the model type (e.g. CTMC)
and a set of modules whose states are defined by the state of their finite range
variables (e.g.,hsf, hsf2, hsf3, etc.). The state of the variables in each module is
specified by some commands including a guard and one or more updates [22].

7.1 A PRISM implementation of the basic HSR model

We implemented the basic heat shock response as a CTMC model that defines
all possible guards (in this case reactions) within a singlemodule. The PRISM
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Figure 7: DNA binding for the heat shock response, as predicted by the ODE-
based, the Petri net-based and the rule-based models. The graph shows that all
these models confirm the experimental data of [21], for a temperature of 42◦C.
The curve represents the predictions of the models for the total amount ofhse-
boundedhsf trimers (both in the case of the basic model and the refined model),
correlated with the experimental data shown as crossed points; both are relative to
their maximum values.

model consists of 10 variables, each of them corresponding to one of the reac-
tants in the model, and 17 guards representing the 17 irreversible reactions of the
system. The values for upper bounds of the variables are taken from our Petri
net model’s p-invariants and mass-conservation relations. Upper bounds are used
both for allocating memory and in the guarded commands. For example the guard
corresponding todna bindingis expressed as follows:

[dnabinding]
hsf3 >= 1 ∧ hse >= 1 ∧ hsf3: hse <= N − 1 →
hsf3 ∗ hse ∗k5 : (hsf3

′ = hsf3−1) ∧ (hse′ = hse−1)∧
∧(hsf3: hse

′ = hsf3: hse+1),

whereN represents the

upper bound forhse in the system.

The PRISM model can be found athttp://goo.gl/ULYkuU, and is listed
in Table 11 of the appendix. It is noteworthy to mention that the PRISM model
could be obtained from the Petri net model via some format manipulations in
Snoopy. However, we decided to write the model from scratch in order to be able
to compare the modeling effort in each chosen framework.
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7.2 A PRISM implementation of the acetylation-refined HSR
model

The approach we took in Sections 5 and 6 to implement the acetylation-refined
heat shock response model was through a compact representation of the acety-
lated species. Whereas colors of the places and arc expressions were employed
to represent the refinement in the Petri net model, in modeling with RuleBender
the solution was to introduce a new acetylation site for every hsf molecule. Both
methods used structured data types for the species, thus concealing the complex-
ity of the model in a compact representation. In PRISM this requires a method to
represent the acetylation details in the definition ofhsf, i.e. a composite data type.
Since PRISM currently supports only simple data type (e.g.integer, boolean)
variables in the model, such a definition is not possible. Alternatively, we imple-
mented the acetylation-refined model through introducing new variables describ-
ing all possible acetylation configurations ofhsf andhsf complexes. This was
similar to the ODE-based approach to quantitative model refinement discussed
in [18].

The refined heat shock response model is built based on the refinements given
in Section 3.2 by refining all reactants and complexes involving hsf. In this ap-
proach, the strategy is to replace each guard involving any refined reactant by the
guards considering all possible refined reactions. For example for dna binding,
the following guards are considered in the refined PRISM model:

[] rhsf3 >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse <= N − 1 →
rhsf3 ∗ rhse ∗k5 : (rhsf3

′ = rhsf3−1)
∧(rhse′ = rhse−1) ∧ (rhsf3: rhse

′ = rhsf3: rhse+1);

[] rhsf3(1) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(1) <= N − 1 →

rhsf3
(1) ∗ rhse ∗k5 : (rhsf3

(1)′ = rhsf3
(1)−1)

∧(rhse′ = rhse−1) ∧ (rhsf3: rhse
(1)′ = rhsf3: rhse

(1) +1);

[] rhsf3
(2) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse

(2) <= N − 1 →

rhsf3
(2) ∗ rhse ∗k5 : (rhsf3

(2)′ = rhsf3
(2)−1)

∧(rhse′ = rhse−1) ∧ (rhsf3: rhse
(2)′ = rhsf3: rhse

(2) +1);

[] rhsf3
(3) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse

(3) <= N − 1 →

rhsf3
(3) ∗ rhse ∗k5 : (rhsf3

(3)′ = rhsf3
(3)−1)

∧(rhse′ = rhse−1) ∧ (rhsf3: rhse
(3)′ = rhsf3: rhse

(3) +1);

One could also use parallel modules to implement the refinement but this approach
would not help reducing the complexity of the model.

The complete PRISM implementation of the refinement is listed in Table 12
of the appendix. The numerical setup of this model is based on[18].
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7.3 Model checking of the HSR models

According to [23], the maximum number of states that PRISM can handle for
CTMCs is1010. In both our models (basic and refined version of the heat shock
response), the number of all possible states in the system exceeds this limit. This
is a known problem for biological systems in PRISM, see [13].Several stud-
ies have addressed this issue, see e.g. [24, 15, 22, 13]. One of the investigated
approaches isapproximate verificationof probabilistic systems, where a Monte-
Carlo algorithm is used to approximate the probability of a temporal formula to
be true, see [24, 15]. We used this method to verify the desired properties of the
heat shock response model. In this approach a large number ofstochastic paths is
sampled for the model and based on the defined properties, theresult for each run
is obtained. The information produced in this way gives an approximate result for
the probability that the desired property holds for the model.

We are interested in verifying two properties discussed in [29]. The properties
are: (i) the validity of three mass-conservation relationsand (ii) the level of DNA
binding eventually returns to the basal values, both at37◦C and at42◦C.

In order to check the mass conservation properties, we used theG operator
which checks if the property remains true at all states alongthe path. The three
properties we were interested in are listed as follows:

• p =? [G hsf +2 hsf2+3 hsf3+3 hsf3: hse+ hsp: hsf = hsfconst ],

• p =? [G hse+ hsf3: hse = hseconst],

• p =? [G prot+mfp+ hsp:mfp = protconst],

wherehsfconst, hseconst andprotconst represent the total amounts ofhsf, hse and
prot respectively. These properties check if the mass-conservation relations, cor-
responding to the level ofhsf, hse andprot, are valid in all the states. In each case,
the value ofp was confirmed to be one, which was to be expected, with confidence
level95%, i.e. the mass conservation laws are respected in the model.

For the second property, we verified in PRISM that for time points larger than
14400, the value ofhsf3: hse reactants returns to their initial value. We formulated
the following property:

p =? [F >= 14400 hsf3: hse = 3].

The probability value calculated by PRISM was one for this property as well, with
confidence level95%.

We also checked if the model confirms the experimental data of[21] on DNA
binding. One approach could be to run the simulation for manytimes and plot the
average run. Due to the memory issues of the PRISM, we were notable to follow
this approach. Since we are using a stochastic model, our second approach was to
check the probability of having a data point within the interval [0.9 · d, 1.1 · d] in
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Table 2: Model checking of basic heat shock response model with PRISM for the
total level ofhsf3: hse

Property Probability
p =? [F [40, 80] 8 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 10] 0.90

p =? [F [270, 330] 20 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 25] 0.86

p =? [F [540, 660] 22 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 28] 0.80

p =? [F [810, 990] 24 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 30] 0.93

p =? [F [1350, 1650] 24 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 30] 0.85

p =? [F [1620, 1980] 23 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 29] 0.84

p =? [F [2700, 3300] 20 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 24] 0.91

p =? [F [3240, 3960] 15 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 19] 0.90

p =? [F [6480, 7920] 6 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 9] 0.82

p =? [F [9720, 11880] 1 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 2] 0.65

p =? [F [12960, 15840] 1 <= hsf3: hse& hsf3: hse <= 2] 0.89

the time period[0.9 ·t, 1.1 ·t], whered is the experimental data point at timet. The
properties and their corresponding probabilities for the basic and refined models
are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The confidence interval for all the prop-
erties and the number of simulations were95% and 150 respectively. We interpret
the high values we obtained as a result as a confirmation that the two PRISM
models are in accordance with the experimental data of [21].

8 Discussion

We focused in this paper on analyzing the capability of four different frameworks
to implement the concept of quantitative model refinement: ODEs, Petri nets (with
Snoopy), rule based modelling (with Bionetgen) and guardedcommand languages
(with PRISM). Handling the combinatorial explosion due to accounting for a post-
translational modification throughout our refinement proved to be fundamentally
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Table 3: Model checking of refined heat shock response model with PRISM for
the total level ofrhsf3: rhse, whereThsf3:hse =

∑3
i=1 rhsf3: rhse

i

Property Probability
p =? [F [40, 80] 8 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 10] 0.86

p =? [F [270, 330] 20 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 25] 0.81

p =? [F [540, 660] 22 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 28] 0.81

p =? [F [810, 990] 24 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 30] 0.95

p =? [F [1350, 1650] 24 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 30] 0.76

p =? [F [1620, 1980] 23 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 29] 0.83

p =? [F [2700, 3300] 20 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 24] 0.89

p =? [F [3240, 3960] 15 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 19] 0.73

p =? [F [6480, 7920] 6 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 9] 0.78

p =? [F [9720, 11880] 1 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 2] 0.61

p =? [F [12960, 15840] 1 <= Thsf3:hse&Thsf3:hse <= 2] 0.91

different in the approaches we considered. These modeling methods are not re-
stricted to the analysis of our case study solely, but their applicability extends to
other reaction-based models. Rule-based modelling tackles the complexity of re-
finement through a compact model representation based on a partial presentation
of the details of the model species, leading to more effective model construc-
tion and analysis techniques. Colored Petri nets integrateprogrammability by
including data types (color sets) as an intrinsic property of places. The color set
assignation reflects on the structure of the network, affecting the dimensions of
the corresponding flattened network. PRISM model checker promotes a low level
implementation of data structures and, does not allow the modeler to introduce
more complex data structures.

The rule based modelling approach to quantitative model refinement required
the addition of a new domain to thehsf molecule type and bringing a change in
the kinetic rate constants for some reactions. Symmetric rules in particular need
to be considered carefully. Whereas therate law is identical for all reactions en-
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coded by a rule, somerate constantscorresponding to particular reactions need to
be altered, see [9]. Given a particular reaction from a family of reactions gener-
ated by a rule, its kinetic rate constant might require a multiplication by diverse
factors so as to remain coherent with the other reactions generated by the same
rule. Collision frequency factors emerge, for instance, when a reactions involves
identical reactants. The collision frequency of a reactionof the formA+ A → C
is half of the collision frequency of a reaction of the formA+B → C. Statistical
factors may emerge also due to symmetry, either due to the existence of manifold
analogous reaction paths from substrates to products, or toreaction rules altering
patterns symmetry, see [9, 4]. To account for this, the Bionetgen implementation
required a change in the kinetic rate constants for the forward reactions corre-
sponding to dimerization, trimerization, DNA binding, DNAunbinding, trimer
dissipation.

Refining a model in the basic Petri nets framework requires explicitly repre-
senting all new subspecies and manually refining all reactions they take part in.
This combinatorial explosion of a model’s size can be tackled by a careful ma-
nipulation of colors. There are several possible coloring schemes for the same
model, and the modeling choice resumes to a tradeoff betweenthe number of col-
ors (directly affecting the number of places, and hence the number of transitions
generated in the flattened Petri net) and the number of transitions in the colored
model. It is possible to preserve the same structure of the network, by using com-
pound color sets for all compound species, but this results in a large amount of
colors, and this translates into an even larger flattened network. For complex bi-
ological models, this kind of approach on refinement might become infeasible
due to computational limitations. Another method of refining a colored Petri net
model is to focus on minimizing the number of colors. This method might re-
quire an additional step of adding conditional transitionsfor some reactions (e.g.
trimer dissipation), but the corresponding flattened Petrinet is smaller, and thus
simulations run faster.

Unlike the two other approaches, we were not able to conceal the complexity
of the refined model by defining variables including some internal information,
due to the fact that the choice of variables type in PRISM is limited to simple data
types. Therefore, the PRISM implementation of the refined model required an
explicit description, similar to the data refinement in [18]. Model verification was
based on approximate model checking, which resulted in a successful verification
of several properties of the model, including three mass conservation relations. We
could also verify that the data produced by the model agrees with the experimental
data of [21] with high probability.

Our study shows that some modeling frameworks are more suitable for model
refinement than others, with respect to the compactness of the representation of
the refined model. A key ingredient for this is the spectrum ofinternal data struc-
tures supported by the modeling software. Data structures may encapsulate a large
amount of information, and their effective manipulation can substantially reduce
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the complexity of a model’s representation. RuleBender provides data structures
suitable for modeling biological systems: species, sites,links, partial description
of species, rendering a straightforward refinement procedure with a very compact
representation. In contrast, Petri nets are not primarily abiology-focused frame-
work. Colored Petri nets introduce programmability in thismodeling formalism,
incorporating data types into the places of the network. Newdata types can be
implemented based on primitive built-in types and composition rules. In refining
a Petri net model, one has to define the appropriate data structures, and associate
a biological meaning to each of them. The modeling choices affect both the com-
pactness of the representation and the complexity of the corresponding expanded
Petri net model. PRISM on the other hand only supports primitive data types.
This translates into an explicit detailing of all elements of the refined model.

Our study shows that quantitative model refinement is a potentially viable ap-
proach to building a large biomodel. The approach can be usedtogether with a
multitude of modeling paradigms, allowing the modeler to increase the level of de-
tails of the model, while preserving its numerical behavior. Moreover, on any level
of detail one can switch from a modeling paradigm to another,taking full advan-
tage of the various analysis tools made possible in different model formulations,
in terms of fast simulations, model checking or compact model representation.
While our case-study shows the potential of the quantitative model refinement
approach to model building, its scalability remains to be tested on a larger case
study.
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Appendix

A The molecular heat shock response model detail-
ing the acetylation status of hsf

Table 4: The list of reactions for the refined model that in-
cludes the acetylation status of hsf. For an irreversible reac-
tion qi, ri denotes its kinetic rate constant. For a reversible
reactionqi, r

+
i andr−i denote the kinetic rate constants of its

‘left-to-right’ and ‘right-to-left’ directions, resp.

Reaction
Reaction
number

Kinetic rate
constants

2 rhsf ⇄ rhsf2 [q1] r+1 , r
−
1

rhsf + rhsf(1) ⇄ rhsf2
(1) [q2] r+2 , r

−
2

2rhsf(1) ⇄ rhsf2
(2) [q3] r+3 , r

−
3

rhsf + rhsf2 ⇄ rhsf3 [q4] r+4 , r
−
4

rhsf(1) + rhsf2 ⇄ rhsf3
(1) [q5] r+5 , r

−
5

rhsf +rhsf2
(1)

⇄ rhsf3
(1) [q6] r+6 , r

−
6

rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(1)

⇄ rhsf3
(2) [q7] r+7 , r

−
7

rhsf +rhsf2
(2)

⇄ rhsf3
(2) [q8] r+8 , r

−
8

rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(2)

⇄ rhsf3
(3) [q9] r+9 , r

−
9

rhsf3+ rhse ⇄ rhsf3: rhse [q10] r+10, r
−
10

rhsf3
(1) + rhse ⇄ rhsf3

(1): rhse [q11] r+11, r
−
11

rhsf3
(2) + rhse ⇄ rhsf3

(2): rhse [q12] r+12, r
−
12

rhsf3
(3) + rhse ⇄ rhsf3

(3): rhse [q13] r+13, r
−
13

rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3: rhse+ rhsp [q14] r14
rhsf3

(1): rhse → rhsf3
(1): rhse+ rhsp [q15] r15

rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3

(2): rhse+ rhsp [q16] r16
rhsf3

(3): rhse → rhsf3
(3): rhse+ rhsp [q17] r17

rhsp+ rhsf ⇄ rhsp: rhsf [q18] r+18, r
−
18

rhsp+rhsf(1) ⇄ rhsp: rhsf(1) [q19] r+19, r
−
19

rhsp+ rhsf2 → rhsp: rhsf + rhsf [q20] r20
rhsp+rhsf2

(1) → rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1) [q21] r21
rhsp+rhsf2

(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf [q22] r22
rhsp+rhsf2

(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) [q23] r23
rhsp+ rhsf3 → rhsp: rhsf +2 ∗ rhsf [q24] r24
rhsp+rhsf3

(1) → rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1) + rhsf [q25] r25
rhsp+rhsf3

(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf [q26] r26
rhsp+rhsf3

(2) → rhsp: rhsf +2rhsf(1) [q27] r27
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Table 4: The list of reactions for the refined model - Contin-
ued.

rhsp+rhsf3
(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) + rhsf [q28] r28

rhsp+rhsf3
(3) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2rhsf(1) [q29] r29

rhsp+ rhsf3: rhse → rhsp: rhsf +2 rhsf + rhse [q30] r30
rhsp+ rhsf3

(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 rhsf + [q31] r31
+ rhse

rhsp+ rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1)+ [q32] r32
+ rhsf + rhse

rhsp+ rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1)+ [q33] r33
+ rhsf + rhse

rhsp+ rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf +2rhsf(1)+ [q34] r34
+ rhse

rhsp+ rhsf3
(3): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2rhsf(1)+ [q35] r35
+ rhse

rhsp → ∅ [q36] r36
rprot → rmfp [q37] r37
rhsp+ rmfp ⇄ rhsp: rmfp [q38] r+38, r

−
38

rhsp: rmfp → rhsp+ rprot [q39] r39
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B The ODE-based models for the heat shock response

Table 5: The numerical setup of the acetylation-refined heatshock response
model.

r+1 = k+
1 ; r+8 = k+

2 ; r16 = k4; r28 = k7/2;
r−1 = k−

1 ; r−8 = k−
2 /2; r17 = k4; r29 = k7;

r+2 = 2 · k+
1 ; r+9 = k+

2 ; r18
+ = k+

5 ; r30 = k8;
r−2 = k−

1 ; r−9 = k−
2 ; r18

− = k−
5 ; r31 = k8/2;

r+3 = k+
1 ; r10

+ = k+
3 ; r19

+ = k+
5 ; r32 = k8/2;

r−3 = k−
1 ; r10

− = k−
3 ; r19

− = k−
5 ; r33 = k8/2;

r+4 = k+
2 ; r11

+ = k+
3 ; r20 = k6; r34 = k8/2;

r−4 = k−
2 ; r11

− = k−
3 ; r21 = k6/2; r35 = k8;

r+5 = k+
2 ; r12

+ = k+
3 ; r22 = k6/2; r36 = k9;

r−5 = k−
2 /2; r12

− = k−
3 ; r23 = k6; r37 = ΦT ;

r+6 = k+
2 ; r13

+ = k+
3 ; r24 = k7; r−38 = k11

−;
r−6 = k−

2 /2; r13
− = k−

3 ; r25 = k7/2; r+38 = k11
+;

r+7 = k+
2 ; r14 = k4; r26 = k7/2; r39 = k12

r−7 = k−
2 /2; r15 = k4; r27 = k7/2;
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Table 6: The ODE model for the basic heat shock response
model proposed in [29].

d[hsf]/dt = −2k+
1 [hsf]

2 + 2k−
1 [hsf2]− k+

2 [hsf][hsf2] + k−
2 [hsf3]

−k+
5 [hsf][hsp] + k−

5 [hsp: hsf] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+2k7[hsf3][hsp] + 2k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]

d[hsf2]/dt = k+
1 [hsf]

2 − k−
1 [hsf2]− k+

2 [hsf][hsf2] + k−
2 [hsf3]

−k6[hsf2][hsp]
d[hsf3]/dt = k+

2 [hsf][hsf2]− k−
2 [hsf3]− k+

3 [hsf3][hse] + k−
3 [hsf3: hse]

−k7[hsf3][hsp]
d[hse]/dt = −k+

3 [hsf3][hse] + k−
3 [hsf3: hse] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]

d[hsf3: hse]/dt = k+
3 [hsf3][hse]− k−

3 [hsf3: hse]− k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]
d[hsp]/dt = k4[hsf3: hse]− k+

5 [hsf][hsp] + k−
5 [hsp: hsf ]− k6[hsf2][hsp]

−k7[hsf3][hsp]− k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]− k+
11[hsp][mfp]

+(k−
11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]− k9[hsp]

d[hsp: hsf]/dt = k+
5 [hsf][hsp]− k−

5 [hsp: hsf ] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+k7[hsf3][hsp] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]

d[mfp]/dt = φT [prot]− k+
11[hsp][mfp] + k−

11[hsp:mfp]
d[hsp:mfp]/dt = k+

11[hsp][mfp]− (k−
11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]

d[prot]/dt = −φT [prot] + k12[hsp:mfp]
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Table 7: The ODE model for the acetylation-refined heat
shock response model.

d[rhsf]/dt = −2r+1 [rhsf]
2 + 2r−1 [rhsf2]− r+2 [rhsf][rhsf

(1)] + r−2 [rhsf2
(1)]

−r4
+[rhsf][rhsf2] + r4

−[rhsf3]− r6
+[rhsf][rhsf2

(1)] + r6
−[rhsf3

(1)]

−r8
+[rhsf][rhsf2

(2)] + r8
−[rhsf3

(2)]− r18
+[rhsp][rhsf ]

+r18
−[rhsp: rhsf] + r20[rhsp][rhsf2] + r22[rhsp][rhsf2

(1)]

+2r24[rhsp][rhsf3] + r25[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)] + 2r26[rhsp][rhsf3

(1)]

+r28[rhsp][rhsf3
(2)] + 2r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]

+2r31[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3

(1): rhse]

+r33[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse]

d[rhsf(1)]/dt = −r+2 [rhsf ][rhsf
(1)] + r−2 [rhsf2

(1)]− 2r3
+[rhsf(1)]

2

+2r3
−[rhsf2

(2)]− r5
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2] + r5

−[rhsf3
(1)]

−r7
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2

(1)] + r7
−[rhsf3

(2)]− r9
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2

(2)]

+r9
−[rhsf3

(3)]− r19
+[rhsp][rhsf(1)] + r19

−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]

+r21[rhsp][rhsf2
(1)] + r23[rhsp][rhsf2

(2)] + r25[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)]

+2r27[rhsp][rhsf3
(2)] + r28[rhsp][rhsf3

(2)] + 2r29[rhsp][rhsf3
(3)]

+r32[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse] + r33[rhsp][rhsf3

(2): rhse]

+2r34[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse] + 2r35[rhsp][rhsf3

(3): rhse]

d[rhsf2]/dt = r+1 [rhsf ]
2 − r−1 [rhsf2]− r+4 [rhsf][rhsf2] + r−4 [rhsf3]

−r+5 [rhsf
(1)][rhsf2] + r−5 [rhsf3

(1)]− r20[rhsp][rhsf2]

d[rhsf2
(1)]/dt = r+2 [rhsf ][rhsf

(1)]− r−2 [rhsf2
(1)]− r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2

(1)]

+r−6 [rhsf3
(1)]− r+7 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(1)] + r−7 [rhsf3

(2)]

−r21[rhsp][rhsf2
(1)]− r22[rhsp][rhsf2

(1)]

d[rhsf2
(2)]/dt = r+3 [rhsf

(1)]2 − r−3 [rhsf2
(2)]− r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2

(2)]

+r−8 [rhsf3
(2)]− r+9 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(2)] + r−9 [rhsf3

(3)]

−r23[rhsp][rhsf2
(2)]

d[rhsf3]/dt = r+4 [rhsf ][rhsf2]− r−4 [rhsf3]− r+10[rhsf3][rhse]
+r−10[rhsf3: rhse]− r24[rhsp][rhsf3]

d[rhsf3
(1)]/dt = r+5 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2]− r−5 [rhsf3
(1)] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2

(1)]

−r−6 [rhsf3
(1)]− r+11[rhsf3

(1)][rhse] + r−11[rhsf3
(1): rhse]

−r25[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)]− r26[rhsp][rhsf3

(1)]

d[rhsf3
(2)]/dt = r+7 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(1)]− r−7 [rhsf3

(2)] + r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2
(2)]

−r−8 [rhsf3
(2)]− r+12[rhsf3

(2)][rhse] + r−12[rhsf3
(2): rhse]

−r27[rhsp][rhsf3
(2)]− r28[rhsp][rhsf3

(2)]

d[rhsf3
(3)]/dt = r+9 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(2)]− r−9 [rhsf3

(3)]− r+13[rhsf3
(3)][rhse]

+r−13[rhsf3
(3): rhse]− r29[rhsp][rhsf3

(3)]

d[rhse]/dt = −r+10[rhsf3][rhse] + r−10[rhsf3: rhse]− r+11[rhsf3
(1)][rhse]

+r−11[rhsf3
(1): rhse]− r+12[rhsf3

(2)][rhse] + r−12[rhsf3
(2): rhse]

−r+13[rhsf3
(3)][rhse] + r−13[rhsf3

(3): rhse] + r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]
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Table 7: The ODE model for the acetylation-refined heat
shock response model - Continued.

+r31[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3

(1): rhse]

+r33[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse] + r34[rhsp][rhsf3

(2): rhse]

+r35[rhsp][rhsf3
(3): rhse]

d[rhsf3: rhse]/dt = r+10[rhsf3][rhse]− r−10[rhsf3: rhse]
−r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]

d[rhsf3
(1): rhse]/dt = r+11[rhsf3

(1)][rhse]− r−11[rhsf3
(1): rhse]

−r31[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse]− r32[rhsp][rhsf3

(1): rhse]

d[rhsf3
(2): rhse]/dt = r+12[rhsf3

(2)][rhse]− r−12[rhsf3
(2): rhse]

−r33[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse]− r34[rhsp][rhsf3

(2): rhse]

d[rhsf3
(3): rhse]/dt = r+13[rhsf3

(3)][rhse]− r−13[rhsf3
(3): rhse]

−r35[rhsp][rhsf3
(3): rhse]

d[rhsp]/dt = r14[rhsf3: rhse] + r15[rhsf3
(1): rhse] + r16[rhsf3

(2): rhse]

+r17[rhsf3
(3): rhse]− r+18[rhsp][rhsf] + r−18[rhsp: rhsf]

−r+19[rhsp][rhsf
(1)] + r−19[rhsp: rhsf

(1)]− r20[rhsp][rhsf2]

−r21[rhsp][rhsf2
(1)]− r22[rhsp][rhsf2

(1)]− r23[rhsp][rhsf2
(2)]

−r24[rhsp][rhsf3]− r25[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)]− r26[rhsp][rhsf3

(1)]

−r27[rhsp][rhsf3
(2)]− r28[rhsp][rhsf3

(2)]− r29[rhsp][rhsf3
(3)]

−r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]− r31[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse]

−r32[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse]− r33[rhsp][rhsf3

(2): rhse]

−r34[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse]− r35[rhsp][rhsf3

(3): rhse]− r36[rhsp]
−r+38[rhsp][rmfp] + r−38[rhsp: rmfp] + r39[rhsp][rmfp]

d[rhsp: rhsf]/dt = r+18[rhsp][rhsf]− r−18[rhsp: rhsf] + r20[rhsp][rhsf2]

+r21[rhsp][rhsf2
(1)] + r24[rhsp][rhsf3]

+r25[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)] + r27[rhsp][rhsf3

(2)]

+r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3
(1): rhse]

+r34[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse]

d[rhsp: rhsf(1)]/dt = r19
+[rhsp][rhsf(1)]− r19

−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]

+r22[rhsp][rhsf2
(1)] + r23[rhsp][rhsf2

(2)]

+r26[rhsp][rhsf3
(1)] + r28[rhsp][rhsf3

(2)]

+r29[rhsp][rhsf3
(3)] + r31[rhsp][rhsf3

(1): rhse]

+r33[rhsp][rhsf3
(2): rhse] + r35[rhsp][rhsf3

(3): rhse]
d[rhsp: rmfp]/dt = r+38[rhsp][rmfp]− (r−38 + r39)[rhsp: rmfp]
d[rmfp]/dt = r37[rprot]− r+38[rhsp][rmfp] + r−38[rhsp: rmfp]
d[rprot]/dt = −r37[rprot] + r39[rhsp: rmfp]
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Table 8: The system of ODEs corresponding toRhsf, Rhsf2,
Rhsf3, Rhsf3:Rhse, andRhsp:Rhsf in the refined model

d[Rhsf]/dt = −2(r+1 [rhsf]
2 + r+2 [rhsf][rhsf

(1)] + r3
+[rhsf(1)]2) + 2(r−1 [rhsf2]

+r−2 [rhsf2
(1)] + r3

−[rhsf2
(2)])− (r4

+[rhsf][rhsf2]

+r6
+[rhsf][rhsf2

(1)] + r8
+[rhsf][rhsf2

(2)] + r5
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2]

+r7
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2

(1)] + r9
+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2

(2)]) + (r4
−[rhsf3] + (r5

−

+r6
−)[rhsf3

(1)] + (r7
− + r8

−)[rhsf3
(2)] + r9

−[rhsf3
(3)])

−[rhsp](r18
+[rhsf ] + r19

+[rhsf(1)]) + (r18
−[rhsp: rhsf]

+r19
−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]) + [rhsp](r20[rhsf2] + (r21 + r22)[rhsf2

(1)]

+r23[rhsf2
(2)]) + 2[rhsp](r24[rhsf3] + (r25 + r26)[rhsf3

(1)] + (r27
+r28)[rhsf3

(2)] + r29[rhsf3
(3)]) + 2[rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse]

+(r31 + r32)[rhsf3
(1): rhse] + (r33 + r34)[rhsf3

(2): rhse]

+r35[rhsf3
(3): rhse])

d[Rhsf2]/dt = (r+1 [rhsf ]
2 + r+2 [rhsf][rhsf

(1)] + r+3 [rhsf
(1)]2)− (r−1 [rhsf2]

+r−2 [rhsf2
(1)] + r−3 [rhsf2

(2)])− (r+4 [rhsf ][rhsf2] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2
(1)]

+r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2
(2)] + r+5 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2] + r+7 [rhsf
(1)][rhsf2

(1)]

+r+9 [rhsf
(1)][rhsf2

(2)]) + (r−4 [rhsf3] + (r−5 + r−6 )[rhsf3
(1)])

+(r−7 + r−8 )[rhsf3
(2)] + r−9 [rhsf3

(3)])− [rhsp](r20[rhsf2]

+(r21 + r22)[rhsf2
(1)] + r23[rhsf2

(2)])

d[Rhsf3]/dt = (r+4 [rhsf ][rhsf2] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2
(1)] + r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2

(2)]

+r+5 [rhsf
(1)][rhsf2] + r+7 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(1)] + r+9 [rhsf

(1)][rhsf2
(2)])

−(r−4 [rhsf3] + (r−5 + r−6 )[rhsf3
(1)] + (r−7 + r−8 )[rhsf3

(2)]

+r−9 [rhsf3
(3)])− [rhse](r+10[rhsf3] + r+11[rhsf3

(1)] + r+12[rhsf3
(2)]

+r+13[rhsf3
(3)]) + (r−10[rhsf3: rhse] + r−11[rhsf3

(1): rhse]

+r−12[rhsf3
(2): rhse] + r−13[rhsf3

(3): rhse])− [rhsp](r24[rhsf3]

+(r25 + r26)[rhsf3
(1)] + (r27 + r28)[rhsf3

(2)] + r29[rhsf3
(3)])

d[Rhsf3:Rhse]/dt = [rhse](r+10[rhsf3] + r+11[rhsf3
(1)] + r+12[rhsf3

(2)]

+r+13[rhsf3
(3)])− (r−10[rhsf3: rhse] + r−11[rhsf3

(1): rhse]

+r−12[rhsf3
(2): rhse] + r−13[rhsf3

(3): rhse])− [rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse]

+(r31 + r32)[rhsf3
(1): rhse] + (r33 + r34)[rhsf3

(2): rhse]

+r35[rhsf3
(3): rhse])

d[Rhsp:Rhsf]/dt = [rhsp](r+18[rhsf ] + r19
+[rhsf(1)])− (r−18[rhsp: rhsf]

+r19
−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]) + [rhsp](r20[rhsf2] + (r21 + r22)[rhsf2

(1)]

+r23[rhsf2
(2)]) + [rhsp](r24[rhsf3] + (r25 + r26)[rhsf3

(1)]

+(r27 + r28)[rhsf3
(2)] + r29[rhsf3

(3)])

+[rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse] + (r31 + r32)[rhsf3
(1): rhse]

(r33 + r34)[rhsf3
(2): rhse] + r35[rhsf3

(3): rhse])
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C The Petri net model analysis

Figure 8: Snoopy representation of the transition-focusedrefined heat shock re-
sponse model. The network is similar to the basic model network. We include
here the information about each place’s color set (italic text next to each place,
above the name of the place), and we omit all arc expressions,for readability
reasons.
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Figure 9: Snoopy representation of the color-focused refined heat shock response
model. Some transitions are marked with variables, and the corresponding transi-
tions have guards shown above as conditions of the form.
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Table 9: The P-invariants for the basic eukaryotic heat shock response, as reported
by the Charlie tool

No. Components Multiplicity

1 HSE 1
HSF3HSE 1

2 HSF 1
HSF2 2
HSF3 3
HSF3HSE 3
HSPHSF 1

3 MFP 1
HSPMFP 1
PROT 1

Table 10: The T-invariants for the eukaryotic heat shock re-
sponse, as reported by the Charlie tool

No. Transition No. Transition
1 DNAbinding bw 7 dimerizationfw

DNAbinding fw trimerization fw
2 trimerizationfw HSFsequestrationbw

trimerizationbw DNAunbinding
3 dimerizationfw DNAbinding fw

dimerizationbw 8 MFPsequestrationfw
4 HSFsequestrationbw MFPsequestrationbw

HSFsequestrationfw 9 MFPsequestrationfw
5 dimerizationfw Protein refolding

HSFsequestrationbw Proteinmisfolding
dimer dissipation 10 degradation

6 dimerizationfw HSPformation
trimerizationfw
HSFsequestrationbw
trimer dissipation
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D The PRISM implementation of the heat shock res-
ponse models

Table 11: The PRISM implementation of the basic heat
shock response model

ctmc

const int N = 150000000; constdoublek7 = 8.3e− 3;
const int NHSF = 1602; constdoublek8 = 9.74;
const int NHSF2

= 1602/2; constdoublek9 = 3.56;
const int NHSF3

= 1602/3; constdoublek10 = 2.33,
const int NHSE = 30; constdoublek11 = 4.31e− 5;
const int NPROT = 108; constdoublek12 = 2.73e− 7;
constdoublek1 = 2 ∗ 3.49; constdoublek13 = 3.2e− 5;
constdoublek2 = 0.19; constdoublek14 = 8.7e− 06;
constdoublek3 = 1.07; constdoublek15 = 3.32e− 3;
constdoublek4 = 1e− 9; constdoublek16 = 4.44;
constdoublek5 = 0.17; constdoublek17 = 13.94;
constdoublek6 = 1.21e− 6;

hsf: [0..NHSF ] init 1; hsp: [0..N ] init 766;
hsf2: [0..NHSF2

] init 0; hsp: hsf: [0..NHSF ] init 1403;
hsf3: [0..NHSF3

] init 0; mfp: [0..NPROT ] init 517;
hse: [0..NHSE ] init 30; hsp:mfp: [0..NPROT ] init 71;
hsf3: hse: [0..NHSE ] init 3; prot: [0..NPROT ] init 114915000;

[formdimer] hsf >= 2 [dectrimer] hsf3 >= 1
∧ hsf2 <= NHSF2

− 1 ∧ hsf2 <= NHSF2
− 2

→ hsf ∗(hsf−1) ∗ 0.5 ∗ k1 : ∧ hsf <= NHSF − 1
(hsf ′ = hsf −2)∧ → hsf3 ∗k4 :
(hsf2

′ = hsf2+1); (hsf3
′ = hsf3−1)

∧(hsf2
′ = hsf2 +1)

[decdimer] hsf2 >= 1 ∧(hsf ′ = hsf +1);
∧ hsf <= NHSF − 2
→ hsf2 ∗k2 : [dnabinding] hsf3 >= 1
(hsf2

′ = hsf2−1) ∧ hse >= 1 ∧ hsf3: hse <= NHSE − 1
∧(hsf ′ = hsf +2); → hsf3 ∗ hse ∗k5 :

(hsf3
′ = hsf3−1)

[formtrimer] hsf >= 1 ∧(hse′ = hse−1)
∧ hsf2 >= 1 ∧(hsf3: hse

′ = hsf3: hse+1);
∧ hsf3 <= NHSF3

− 1
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Table 11: The PRISM implementation of the basic heat
shock response model - Continued

→ hsf ∗ hsf2 ∗k3 : [dectrimerhse] hsf3: hse >= 1
(hsf2

′ = hsf2−1) ∧ hsf3 <= NHSF3
− 1

∧(hsf ′ = hsf−1) → hsf3: hse ∗k6 : (hsf3
′ = hsf3+1)

∧(hsf3
′ = hsf3+1); ∧(hse′ = hse+1) ∧ (hsf3: hse

′ = hsf3: hse−1);
[hsfhsp] hsp >= 1 [trimerhsp] hsf3 >= 1
∧ hsf >= 1 ∧ hsp >= 1
∧ hsp: hsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧ hsp: hsf <= NHSF − 1
→ hsp ∗ hsf ∗k8 : ∧ hsf <= NHSF − 2
(hsp′ = hsp−1) → hsf3: hse ∗ hsp ∗k11 :
∧(hsf ′ = hsf−1) (hsf3

′ = hsf3−1)
∧(hsp: hsf ′ = hsp: hsf +1); ∧(hsp′ = hsp−1)

∧(hsp: hsf ′ = hsp: hsf +1)
[dimerhsp] hsf2 >= 1 ∧(hsf ′ = hsf +2);
∧ hsp >= 1
∧ hsp: hsf <= NHSF − 1 [decgene]hsp >= 1
∧ hsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧ hsf3: hse >= 1
→ hsf2 ∗ hsp ∗k10 : ∧ hsp: hsf <= NHSF − 1
(hsf2

′ = hsf2−1) ∧ hse <= NHSE − 1
∧(hsp′ = hsp−1) ∧ hsf <= NHSF − 2
∧(hsp: hsf ′ = hsp: hsf +1) → hsp ∗ hsf3: hse ∗k12 :
∧(hsf ′ = hsf +1); (hsp′ = hsp−1)

∧(hsf3: hse
′ = hsf3: hse−1)

[misfolding] prot >= 1 ∧(hsp: hsf ′ = hsp: hsf +1)
∧mfp <= NPROT − 1 ∧(hse′ = hse+1)
→ prot ∗k14 : ∧(hsf ′ = hsf +2);
(prot′ = prot−1)
∧(mfp′ = mfp+1); [formprot] hsp:mfp >= 1

[hspdegrade]hsp >= 1 ∧ hsp <= N − 1
→ hsp ∗k13 : ∧ prot <= NPROT − 1
(hsp′ = hsp−1); → hsp:mfp ∗k17 :

(hsp:mfp′ = hsp:mfp−1)
[hspmfp] hsp >= 1 ∧(hsp′ = hsp+1)
∧mfp >= 1 ∧(prot′ = prot+1);
∧ hsp:mfp <= NPROT − 1
→ hsp ∗mfp ∗k15 :
(hsp′ = hsp−1)
∧(mfp′ = mfp−1)
∧(hsp:mfp′ = hsp:mfp+1);
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Table 11: The PRISM implementation of the basic heat
shock response model - Continued

[dechspmfp] hsp:mfp >= 1
∧ hsp <= N − 1
∧mfp <= NPROT − 1 →
hsp:mfp ∗k16 :
(hsp:mfp′ = hsp:mfp−1)
∧(hsp′ = hsp+1)
∧(mfp′ = mfp+1);

endmodule
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model

ctmc

const int N = 150000000; constdoublek7 = 8.3e− 3;
const int NHSF = 1602; constdoublek8 = 9.74;
const int NHSF2

= 1602/2; constdoublek9 = 3.56;
const int NHSF3

= 1602/3; constdoublek10 = 2.33,
const int NHSE = 30; constdoublek11 = 4.31e− 5;
const int NPROT = 108; constdoublek12 = 2.73e− 7;
constdoublek1 = 2 ∗ 3.49; constdoublek13 = 3.2e− 5;
constdoublek2 = 0.19; constdoublek14 = 8.7e− 06;
constdoublek3 = 1.07; constdoublek15 = 3.32e− 3;
constdoublek4 = 1e− 9; constdoublek16 = 4.44;
constdoublek5 = 0.17; constdoublek17 = 13.94;
constdoublek6 = 1.21e− 6;

rhsf : [0..NHSF ] init 1; rhsf3: rhse : [0..NHSE ] init 1;
rhsf(1) : [0..NHSF ] init 0; rhsf3: rhse

(1) : [0..NHSE] init 1;
rhsf2 : [0..NHSF2

] init 0; rhsf3: rhse
(2) : [0..NHSE] init 1;

rhsf2
(1) : [0..NHSF2

] init 0; rhsf3: rhse
(3) : [0..NHSE] init 0;

rhsf2
(2) : [0..NHSF2

] init 0; rhsp : [0..N ] init 766;
rhsf3 : [0..NHSF3

] init 0; hsp: rhsf : [0..NHSF ] init 1309;
rhsf3

(1) : [0..NHSF3
] init 0; hsp: rhsf(1) : [0..NHSF ] init 95;

rhsf3
(2) : [0..NHSF3

] init 0; rmfp : [0..NPROT ] init 517;
rhsf3

(3) : [0..NHSF3
] init 0; rhsp: rmfp : [0..NPROT ] init 71;

rhse : [0..NHSE ] init 30; rprot : [0..NPROT ] init 114915000;

//Dimerization //Trimerization
[] rhsf >= 2∧ [] rhsf >= 1 ∧ rhsf2 >= 1
rhsf2 <= NHSF2

− 1 ∧ rhsf3 <= NHSF3
− 1

→ rhsf ∗ rhsf ∗0.5 ∗ k1 : → rhsf ∗ rhsf2 ∗k3 :
(rhsf ′ = rhsf −2) (rhsf2

′ = rhsf2−1)
∧(rhsf2

′ = rhsf2 +1); ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf−1)
∧(rhsf3

′ = rhsf3 +1);
[] rhsf >= 1 ∧ rhsf(1) >= 1

∧ rhsf2
(1) <= NHSF2

− 1 [] rhsf(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsf2 >= 1

→ rhsf ∗ rhsf(1) ∗k1 : ∧ rhsf3
(1) <= NHSF3

− 1

(rhsf ′ = rhsf −1) → rhsf(1) ∗ rhsf2 ∗k3 :

∧(rhsf(1)
′

= rhsf(1) −1) (rhsf2
′ = rhsf2−1)

∧(rhsf2
(1)′ = rhsf2

(1) +1); ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) −1)
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

∧(rhsf3
(1)́ = rhsf3

(1) +1);
[] rhsf(1) >= 2∧

rhsf2
(2) <= NHSF2

− 1 [] rhsf >= 1 ∧ rhsf2
(1) >= 1

→ rhsf(1) ∗(rhsf(1) −1) ∗ 0.5 ∗ k1 : ∧ rhsf3
(1) <= NHSF3

− 1

(rhsf(1)
′

= rhsf(1) −2)∧ → rhsf ∗ rhsf2
(1) ∗k3 :

(rhsf2
(2)′ = rhsf2

(2) +1); (rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) −1)
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf−1)

//Reversed dimerization ∧(rhsf3
(1)́ = rhsf3

(1) +1);
[] rhsf2 >= 1∧

rhsf <= NHSF − 2 → rhsf2 ∗k2 : [] rhsf(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsf2
(1) >= 1

(rhsf2
′ = rhsf2−1) ∧ rhsf3

(2) <= NHSF3
− 1

∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +2); → rhsf(1) ∗ rhsf2
(1) ∗k3 :

(rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) −1)

[] rhsf2
(1) >= 1 ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) −1)

∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsf3
(2)́ = rhsf3

(2) +1);
∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

→ rhsf2
(1) ∗k2 : [] rhsf >= 1 ∧ rhsf2

(2) >= 1

(rhsf2
(1)′ = rhsf2

(1) −1) ∧ rhsf3
(2) <= NHSF3

− 1

∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1) → rhsf ∗ rhsf2
(2) ∗k3 :

∧(rhsf(1)
′

= rhsf(1) +1); (rhsf2
(2)́ = rhsf2

(2) −1)
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf−1)

[] rhsf2
(2) >= 1 ∧(rhsf3

(2)́ = rhsf3
(2) +1);

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 2 [] rhsf(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsf2
(2) >= 1

→ rhsf2
(2) ∗k2 : ∧ rhsf3

(3) <= NHSF3
− 1

(rhsf2
(2)′ = rhsf2

(2) −1) → rhsf(1) ∗ rhsf2
(2) ∗k3 :

∧(rhsf(1)
′

= rhsf(1) +2);
(rhsf2

(2)́ = rhsf2
(2) −1)

//Reversed trimerization ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) −1)

[] rhsf3 >= 1 ∧(rhsf3
(3)́ = rhsf3

(3) +1);
∧ rhsf2 <= NHSF2

− 1
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 //Dna binding
→ rhsf3 ∗k4 : [] rhsf3 >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1
(rhsf3

′ = rhsf3−1) ∧ rhsf3: rhse <= NHSE − 1
∧(rhsf2

′ = rhsf2 +1) → rhsf3 ∗ rhse ∗k5 :
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1); (rhsf3

′ = rhsf3−1)

[] rhsf3
(1) >= 1 ∧(rhse′ = rhse−1)∧

∧ rhsf2 <= NHSF2
− 1 (rhsf3: rhse

′ = rhsf3: rhse+1)

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

→ rhsf3
(1) ∗k4 : [] rhsf3

(1) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1

(rhsf3
(1)́ = rhsf3

(1) −1) ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(1) <= NHSE − 1

∧(rhsf2
′ = rhsf2 +1) → rhsf3

(1) ∗ rhse ∗k5 :

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); (rhsf3
(1)́ =

rhsf3
(1) −1)

[] rhsf3
(1) >= 1 ∧(rhse′ = rhse−1)∧

∧ rhsf2
(1) <= NHSF2

− 1 (rhsf3: rhse
(1)́ =

∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 rhsf3: rhse
(1) +1);

→ rhsf3
(1) ∗k4 :

(rhsf3
(1)́ = rhsf3

(1) −1) [] rhsf3
(2) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1

∧(rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) +1) ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(2) <= NHSE − 1

∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1); → rhsf3
(2) ∗ rhse ∗k5 :

(rhsf3
(2)́ =

[] rhsf3
(2) >= 1 rhsf3

(2) −1)

∧ rhsf2
(1) <= NHSF2

− 1 ∧(rhse′ = rhse−1)∧

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 (rhsf3: rhse
(2)́ =

→ rhsf3
(2) ∗k4 : rhsf3: rhse

(2) +1);
(rhsf3

(2)́ = rhsf3
(2) −1) [] rhsf3

(3) >= 1 ∧ rhse >= 1

∧(rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) +1) ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(3) <= NHSE − 1

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); → rhsf3
(3) ∗ rhse ∗k5 :

(rhsf3
(3)́ =

[] rhsf3
(2) >= 1 rhsf3

(3) −1)

∧ rhsf2
(2) <= NHSF2

− 1 ∧(rhse′ = rhse−1)∧

∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 (rhsf3: rhse
(3) =

→ rhsf3
(2) ∗k4 : rhsf3: rhse

(3) +1);
(rhsf3

(2)́ = rhsf3
(2) −1)

∧(rhsf2
(2)́ = rhsf2

(2) +1) //Reversed dna binding
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1); [] rhsf3: rhse >= 1

[] rhsf3
(3) >= 1 ∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

∧ rhsf2
(2) <= NHSF2

− 1 ∧ rhsf3 <= NHSF3
− 1

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 → rhsf3: rhse ∗k6 :

→ rhsf3
(3) ∗k4 : (rhsf3

′ = rhsf3+1)

(rhsf3
(3)́ = ∧(rhse′ = rhse+1)

rhsf3
(3) −1) ∧(rhsf3: rhse

′ = rhsf3: rhse−1);
∧(rhsf2

(2)́ =

rhsf2
(2) +1) [] rhsf3: rhse

(1) >= 1
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); ∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

∧ rhsf3
(1) <= NHSF3

− 1

//HSP transcription → rhsf3: rhse
(1) ∗k6 :

[] rhsf3: rhse >= 1 (rhsf3
(1)́ =

∧ rhsp <= N − 1 rhsf3
(1) +1)

→ rhsf3: rhse ∗k7 : ∧(rhse′ = rhse+1)∧

(rhsp′ = rhsp+1); (rhsf3: rhse
(1)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(1) −1);

[] rhsf3: rhse
(1) >= 1 [] rhsf3: rhse

(2) >= 1
∧ rhsp <= N − 1 ∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

→ rhsf3: rhse
(1) ∗k7 : ∧ rhsf3

(2) <= NHSF3
− 1

(rhsp′ = rhsp+1) → rhsf3: rhse
(2) ∗k6 :

(rhsf3
(2)́ = rhsf3

(2) +1)

[] rhsf3: rhse
(2) >= 1 ∧(rhse′ = rhse+1)∧

∧ rhsp <= N − 1 (rhsf3: rhse
(2)́ =

→ rhsf3: rhse
(2) ∗k7 : rhsf3: rhse

(2) −1);
(rhsp′ = rhsp+1);

[] rhsf3: rhse
(3) >= 1

//Sequestration of HSF
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

by HSP
∧ rhsf3

(3) <= NHSF3
− 1

[] rhsf3: rhse
(3) >= 1 → rhsf3: rhse

(3) ∗k6 :

∧ rhsp <= N − 1 (rhsf3
(3)́ = rhsf3

(3) +1)

→ rhsf3: rhse
(3) ∗k7 : ∧(rhse′ = rhse+1)∧

(rhsp′ = rhsp+1); (rhsf3: rhse
(3)́ =

rhsf3: rhse
(3) −1);

[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf >= 1
∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1 //hsp:hsf unbinding
→ rhsp ∗ rhsf ∗k8 : [] hsp: rhsf >= 1
(rhsp′ = rhsp−1) ∧ rhsp <= N − 1
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf−1) ∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1
∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1); → hsp: rhsf ∗k9 :

(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf −1)

[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf(1) >= 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp+1)

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1);
→ rhsp ∗ rhsf ∗k8 :

(rhsp′ = rhsp−1) [] hsp: rhsf(1) >= 1
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) −1)∧ ∧ rhsp <= N − 1

(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1); ∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

→ hsp: rhsf(1) ∗k9 :

//Sequestration of dimer (hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) −1)
by HSP ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp+1)∧

[] rhsf2 >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1 (rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1);
∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 //Sequestration of trimer
→ rhsf2 ∗ rhsp ∗k10 : by HSP
(rhsf2

′ = rhsf2−1) [] rhsf3 >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1
∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1) ∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1
∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1) ∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 2
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1); → rhsf3 ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

(rhsf3
′ = rhsf3−1)

[] rhsf2
(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)

∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1)
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +2);
→ rhsf2

(1) ∗ rhsp ∗k10 :

(rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) −1) [] rhsf3
(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1

∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1) ∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1
∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1) ∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 2

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); → rhsf3
(1) ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

(rhsf3
(1)́ = rhsf3

(1) −1)

[] rhsf2
(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 (hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1)
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +2);
→ rhsf2

(1) ∗ rhsp ∗k10 :

(rhsf2
(1)́ = rhsf2

(1) −1) [] rhsf3
(1) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1

∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧ ∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1

(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1) ∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1

∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1); ∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

→ rhsf3
(1) ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

[] rhsf2
(2) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1 (rhsf3

(1)́ = rhsf3
(1) −1)

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 (hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1)

→ rhsf2
(2) ∗ rhsp ∗k10 : ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1)

(rhsf2
(2)́ = rhsf2

(2) −1) ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1);
∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧ [] rhsf3

(2) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1) ∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); ∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 2

→ rhsf3
(2) ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

//Gene unbinding (rhsf3
(2)́ = rhsf3

(2) −1)
[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse >= 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧
∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1 (hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1)

∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1 ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +2);
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 2 [] rhsf3

(2) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1

→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse ∗k12 : ∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1
(rhsp′ = rhsp−1) ∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1

∧(rhsf3: rhse
′ = rhsf3: rhse−1) ∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1) → rhsf3
(2) ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

∧(rhse′ = rhse+1) (rhsf3
(2)́ = rhsf3

(2) −1)
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +2); ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1)

[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(1) >= 1 ∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1)

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1);
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 2 [] rhsf3
(3) >= 1 ∧ rhsp >= 1

→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse
(1) ∗k12 : ∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧ ∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 2

(rhsf3: rhse
(1)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(1) −1) → rhsf3
(3) ∗ rhsp ∗k11 :

∧(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1) (rhsf3
(3)́ = rhsf3

(3) −1)
∧(rhse′ = rhse+1) ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +2); (hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1)

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +2);
[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse

(1) >= 1
∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1 //HSP degradation
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1 [] rhsp >= 1 → rhsp ∗k13 :
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 (rhsp′ = rhsp−1);
∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1

→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse
(1) ∗k12 : //Misfolding protein

(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧ [] rprot >= 1

(rhsf3: rhse
(1)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(1) −1) ∧ rmfp <= NPROT − 1
∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1) → rprot ∗k14 :
∧(rhse′ = rhse+1) (rprot′ = rprot−1)
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1) ∧(rmfp′ = rmfp+1);
∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1);
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Table 12: The PRISM implementation of the refined heat
shock response model - Continued

//HSP and MFP binding
[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse

(2) >= 1 [] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rmfp >= 1

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 ∧ rhsp: rmfp <= NPROT − 1
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1 → rhsp ∗ rmfp ∗k15 :
∧ rhsf <= NHSF − 1 (rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1 (rmfp′ = rmfp−1)∧

→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse
(2) ∗k12 : (rhsp: rmfp′ = rhsp: rmfp+1);

(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

(rhsf3: rhse
(2)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(2) −1) //HSP:MFP unbinding
∧(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1) [] rhsp: rmfp >= 1
∧(rhse′ = rhse+1) ∧ rhsp <= N − 1
∧(rhsf ′ = rhsf +1) ∧ rmfp <= NPROT − 1

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +1); → rhsp: rmfp ∗k16 :
(rhsp: rmfp′ = rhsp: rmfp−1)

[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(2) >= 1 ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp+1)

∧ hsp: rhsf <= NHSF − 1 ∧(rmfp′ = rmfp+1);
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 2 //Producing protein
→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse

(2) ∗k12 : [] rhsp: rmfp >= 1
(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧ ∧ rhsp <= N − 1

(rhsf3: rhse
(2)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(2) −1) ∧ rprot <= NPROT − 1
∧(hsp: rhsf ′ = hsp: rhsf +1) → rhsp: rmfp ∗k17 :
∧(rhse′ = rhse+1) (rhsp: rmfp′ = rhsp: rmfp−1)

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +2); ∧(rhsp′ = rhsp+1)
∧(rprot′ = rprot+1);

[] rhsp >= 1 ∧ rhsf3: rhse
(3) >= 1

∧ hsp: rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 1
∧ rhse <= NHSE − 1

∧ rhsf(1) <= NHSF − 2

→ rhsp ∗ rhsf3: rhse
(3) ∗k12 :

(rhsp′ = rhsp−1)∧

(rhsf3: rhse
(3)́ = rhsf3: rhse

(3) −1)

∧(hsp: rhsf(1)́ = hsp: rhsf(1) +1)
∧(rhse′ = rhse+1)

∧(rhsf(1)́ = rhsf(1) +2);

endmodule
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